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IN THE DIGITAL AGE…
DIGITAL EQUITY IS AN ESSENTIAL

In digital age economy & society, without digital access and skill…

…one cannot find out about living wage jobs, apply for them, or qualify for them.
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NATIONAL COLLABORATIVE PERSUADED FEDERAL 
RESERVE TO URGE BANK CRA INVESTMENTS 

FOR DIGITAL EQUITY

Community Reinvestment Act requires banks invest in access to 
banking services, capital and credit in low & moderate income areas

• CRA statute passed in 1977

• Banks annually invest over $100 billion for economic opportunity

• Not a penny ever gone to address digital equity

• Our policy advocacy: in digital age economy, this no longer makes 
sense

• Fed agreed – issued report in August 2016: Closing the Digital Divide: 
A Framework for Meeting CRA Obligations
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https://www.dallasfed.org/assets/documents/cd/pubs/digitaldivide.pdf


PARADOX OF VAST NEW FUNDING 
FOR DIGITAL EQUITY

1. Convince banking industry to voluntarily commit just 1% of CRA 
resources for digital equity ($1 billion/year)

2. Educate and assist banking, workforce development & other 
leaders to design local digital equity investments that are systemic
• Not just “cheap boxes and wires”

• We KNOW that plopping computer labs in schools produces no learning

• Investments must be systemic (see next page)

• Assist states to mobilize community/school/bank partnerships for systemic 
local digital equity action in two phases:

First, close the digital divide in the community

Second, use collective impact process to mobilize community to 
use digital equity as springboard supporting other local priorities 
for educational & economic opportunity
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SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS AND ADMINISTRATORS 
VITAL LEADERSHIP ROLE IN DIGITAL EQUITY

A Field Perspective

School system leaders have unique opportunities to (1) leverage existing 
relationships with banks where their LEA does business and (2) develop 
mutually beneficial Bank CRA investment criteria, applying the following 
strategies…..

• Divergent Stakeholder Teams: LEA’s nurture bi-partisan relationships with 
diverse local stakeholders to produce visible impacts and generate goodwill 
and appreciation for banks, building a sense of optimism and momentum for 
communities facing economic challenges.

• Shared Visioning: Mindful planning to produce sustained collaboration 
through agreed-upon activities and outcomes valued by banks, community 
leaders, educators, students and families facing economic challenges.

• Meaningful Impact Measures: Well-assessed, using both “big data” and 
formative assessments keyed to shared local goals.
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NCDE’S MODEL FOR 
SYSTEMIC DIGITAL EQUITY AT HOME

Learners of all ages need equitable access to:

• Broadband partnerships providing widespread, affordable access

• Computer devices with keyboards (smartphones not enough for job 
and loan applications, business correspondence, student essays…)

• Multilingual tech support at home & in the community

• Digital educational content (open and Deep Web)

• Librarians and educators available to guide safe, successful use 
(cybersafety & information literacy)

• Vetted educational and productivity apps

• Financing for families with weak or no credit enabling them to spread 
computer purchase over 3-4 years
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OUR NEXT STEPS…..

• NH Summit on Digital Equity for Economic Opportunity – Feb. 3rd, 
2017 in Manchester NH

• National DE Symposium for SETDA members and leaders of ISTE’s 
state and regional affiliates (and NSBA leaders?) – June 26th in San 
Antonio

• Online grad courses in (a) Digital Equity Leadership and (b) Collective 
Impact Facilitation, for ongoing personalized support

• Development of free toolkit for local leaders on how to organize and 
lead local systemic DE initiatives

• Ongoing technical assistance to states, LEAs and communities

• Support evaluation, research & dissemination of best practices
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